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Write TRUE or FALSE in the space provide:
___________
___________

Disinfect hutches or cages at least once a year with
bleach.
Rabbits like to be in direct sunlight.

___________

Ammonia can cause serious respiratory problems.

___________

Clean the manure trays once a week.

___________

After scrubbing the cage, rinse it with water and let it dry
in the sun.

Circle the nutrients that are BAD for rabbits from the list below:
Carbohydrates

Fats

Hamburger

Minerals

Pizza

Protein

Soda Pop

Vitamins

Water

Questions to answer about your project. If you have more than one rabbit
choose one of them to answer the questions about.
1. What breed is your rabbit? ________________________
2. How old is your rabbit? ___________________
3. What sex is your rabbit? ________________
4. What variety is your rabbit? ________________
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Rabbit Nutrition
Good nutrition is needed for what 3 reasons?
1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Pet Rabbits
Fill in the blanks using words from the word bank. _____________
Rabbits make good _____________. Rabbits are quiet, _____________and are
good with _____________and other pets. Rabbits are _____________ to take
care of. Rabbits are _____________so they don’t attract other _____________
that might _____________ them. When a rabbit is _____________ it will make a
_____________ or soft _____________ noise. It may grind its _____________.
It may lie on its _____________ or stretch out on its side. When afraid it may
_____________ like in pain. The _____________ look like they will pop out of
its _____________. He may look _____________or start thumping his
_____________ legs on the _____________.
animals
easy
ground
hind
pets
scream

belly
eyes
happy
hurt
purring
smart

clicking
frozen
head
people
quiet
teeth

